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Evolution of aneuploidy: overcoming
the original CIN
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Chromosomal instability (CIN) generates continuously
novel aneuploid genomes—unbalanced chromosome
combinations that differ from the haploid chromosome
set and its multiples. On one hand, this causes problems
for cells, as high CIN and aneuploidy impair cellular pro-
liferation by inducing multiple cellular stresses. At the
same time, some genomes might provide an advantage
under suboptimal conditions. However, what happens to
cells that carry a mutation generating extremely high
CIN? Are they sentenced to death, or can their instability
help them to avert that fate? The elegant work from Rav-
ichandran and colleagues (pp. 1485–1498) in this issue of
Genes & Development exploits budding yeast to shed
new light on cellular adaptations to CIN. The study pre-
sents exciting findings elucidating forces that shape aneu-
ploid genomes in eukaryotic cells and likely influence
karyotypic evolution in cancer cells.

Chromosomal instability (CIN) causes variable aneuploi-
dy, a genomic aberration in which the chromosome num-
ber in cells differs from the haploid complement or its
multiples. Both CIN and aneuploidy are frequent in vari-
ous malignancies and correlate with tumor aggressive-
ness, drug resistance, and poor prognosis for patients
(Sansregret and Swanton 2017). At the same time, CIN
and aneuploidy induced in vitro lead to a proliferation dis-
advantage and frequent cell death (Zhu et al. 2018). How
cells adapt toCIN and how they can overcome the stresses
associated with aneuploidy remain important matters of
investigation that will bring new insights to our under-
standing of adaptation, evolution, and cancer biology.
The budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae provides a

versatile tool to study aneuploidy and CIN as well as the
cellular adaptations to these conditions.While aneuploidy
is mostly detrimental for yeast cells under optimal condi-
tions, it canbe advantageousunder stress conditionswhen
random mitotic errors generate novel genomic variants
that canbe selected tomatch the challenging environment
(for review, see Tang and Amon 2013; Bennett et al. 2014).

Indeed, aneuploidy plays an important role in adaptation
to environmental stress, as has been reported in several
studies. For example, haploid S. cerevisiae strains gain dis-
omyof chromosome IX after 450 generations in richmedi-
um under a constant heat stress of 39°C (Yona et al. 2012),
while inhibitionofHsp90 results in a frequent gain of chro-
mosome XV (Chen et al. 2012). In pathogenic Candida
albicans, treatment with the antibiotic fluconazole se-
lects aneuploid strains with acquired resistance that bring
potentially serious consequences for the patients (Sel-
mecki et al. 2006). Thus, in stressful conditions, the
advantage gained by specific aneuploidy overcomes the
detrimental effects of imbalanced chromosome numbers.
Interestingly, when the stressful conditions persist over a
prolonged period of time, the aneuploid cells are often
eliminated and give way to cells that acquired a less detri-
mental “solution” by gene mutations (Yona et al. 2012).
These and other findings led to the idea that aneuploidy
is a fast mutation that can provide a quick, interim solu-
tion to various environmental stresses and accelerate phe-
notypic evolution. However, what happens in cells when
the stress conditions are causedby increased levels of chro-
mosome missegregation that generate new aneuploid ge-
nomes again and again? How can eukaryotic cells adapt
to high levels of CIN?
A new study in this issue of Genes & Development

uses budding yeasts in an elegant experimental setup to
address these questions (Ravichandran et al. 2018). Ravi-
chandran et al. (2018) deleted the gene BIR1, a homolog
of human survivin and a member of the chromosome pas-
senger complex (CPC). The deletion induces high rates of
chromosome missegregation in haploid yeasts and kills
most of the cells. However, some cells can survive and
adapt to the originally high levels of CIN.
The investigators selected 102 individual survivors that

they allowed to further adapt during 10 serial passages. All
of these clones showed decreased CIN, improved pro-
liferation, and high levels of aneuploidy with gains of ap-
proximately one to six chromosomes. Whole-genome
sequencing revealed a plethora of aneuploid karyotypes.
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Although variable, these aneuploidies were not random,
as preferential complex karyotypes with gains of specific
chromosomes were observed. Point mutations also oc-
curred during the passaging but did not appear to contrib-
ute to the adaptation. Importantly, an early step in
adaptation to high CIN was its reduction. The investiga-
tors found that in 94% of the clones, this was achieved
by genetic complementation of the BIR1 deletion via
the gain of chromosome II, which carries a gene coding
for another CPC subunit, Sli15. The investigators validat-
ed that the gain of chromosome II is beneficial because of
the SLI15 gene by performing an elegant experiment:
When an additional copy of SLI15 was inserted on chro-
mosome V prior to BIR1 deletion, the frequency of chro-
mosome II disomy arising during the in vitro evolution
was drastically reduced. This is an important finding, con-
firming previous observations that highCIN levels are not
compatiblewith survival.Moreover, it suggests that stabi-
lizing the advantageous karyotype might be as important
as the original CIN that instigated the genome evolution.

Analysis of the chromosomal combinations that were
obtained revealed both negative and positive selection
pressures against individual chromosomes and their com-
binations, a phenomenon that the investigators called
chromosome copy number interactions (CCNI). The opti-
mal karyotypes and the CCNI differed in haploid or
diploid strains, although the initial insult—high CIN
caused by BIR1 deletion—remained the same. CCNI
likely also shapes the karyotypes of cancer cells, as dem-
onstrated by the analysis of chromosome pair co-occur-
rences in five different cancer types from The Cancer
Genome Atlas. While the causes of CCNI remain to be
elucidated, it is conceivable that synthetic interactions
of genes carried on the individual chromosomes will
play an important role.

Campbell and colleagues (Ravichandran et al. 2018) also
demonstrate striking time-dependent effects on aneuploi-
dy patterns. This is at least partially caused by the fact
that while certain aneuploidies exhibit an early benefit
during evolution, they will lose their advantages as the
cell populations further adapt. For example, the gain of
chromosome X was frequent in early time points but
was no longer observed after additional passages. The ear-
ly advantage of chromosome X and its subsequent “fall
into disgrace” must reflect the physiological changes of
the evolving yeast cells because the culture conditions

did not change during the experiment. Despite different
starting points and different “routes” of adaptation, the
selection of the most “optimal” karyotype was observed
with time, as the vast majority of the independently
grown clones converged on the same karyotype after an
additional 200 generations in liquid medium.

Thus, aneuploid karyotypes that support survival in
stress environments not only are affected by the environ-
mental selection pressure but also reflect the endogenous
stress and the synthetic genetic interactions between the
individual chromosomes. Moreover, the forces that shape
the genomes change in time, continuously creating new
challenges. The findings demonstrate that there are mul-
tifaceted forces that affect selection of specific karyotypes
and phenotypes in chromosomally unstable eukaryotic
cells. Ravichandran et al. (2018) provided us with a new
valuable tool for further analysis of these phenomena.
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